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The Naughty Boxer Is a Children’s Dog Book That Makes Learning Fun
Kids learn lessons about friendship, responsibility, and
pet care in this new story about a dog available on Amazon.com
Wausau, WI – November XX, 2011 – If you’ve ever had to teach young children how
to treat a dog, you know that it’s not an easy task. Dogs are just slobbery friends to
kids, and they don’t understand why fido can’t just have a bite from their candy bar,
or why he can’t use the people toilet.
These lessons can be confusing and frustrating for kids, but with John Prendota’s
new children’s dog book, they just got a little easier. Instead of telling kids what they
can and can’t do with their four-legged friend, The Naughty Boxer, now available at
Amazon.com, lets them follow the escapades of a naughty Boxer dog named Roland
P. Corncobbs.
Kids will love it as Roland gets into mischief with his owner around town, seeing
themselves having fun with their dog. But when Roland meets up with his girlfriend
Bella, the two Boxer dogs sneak out the gate that the owner forgot to lock and go on
an adventure!
At first, this story about a dog is nothing but fun as the naughty Boxer dogs enjoy a
bone from a friendly butcher, chase squirrels, and even head to the beach. But when
Bella slips and breaks her leg, how will they get help and go home?
At heart, this children’s dog book is a story about a dog and his boy, and how pets
need the help of their humans. Kids will learn lessons about friendship and
responsibility, including important dog care lessons such as picking up after your
dog, the danger of feeding your dog “people” food, and the importance of keeping
the gate locked in your backyard!
Illustrations by Paul Hughes bring the heart-warming tale to life in full-color so that
kids and parents can enjoy Roland’s journey together.
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